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Astronomy Day 1995 Brian McCullough
Take special notice of the monthly calendar in this issue. May 6 is International 

Astronomy Day and you won’t want to miss the activities at the National Museum of 
Science and Technology. As in previous years, the Ottawa Centre is joining forces 
with NMST to present a day of activities for astronomy buffs of all ages.

Thanks to the dedication of members, this event has been hugely successful in 
previous years. Volunteers are still needed to co-ordinate or assist with:

• an astronomy slide show (bilingual presenter is sought);

• solar observing;

• a mirror-grinding display;

• a children’s program; and

• the evening star party (bring your telescope).

The daytime program runs from 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. and will cost you the price 
of admission to the museum. The always popular Starlab inflatable planetarium should 
be available for an unforgettable moment “under the stars.” The evening star party 
(always well-attended) is free, and gets under way at 8:30 p.m., weather permitting. 
For more information, please contact Astronomy Day Co-ordinator John Ellis at 230- 
8502. If you would like to volunteer to help out with this year’s program, please get in 
touch with John by April 20.

You might also check your calendar for May 1 and 2 when noted astronomy 
speaker Terence Dickinson will be appearing at Centrepointe Theatre in Nepean. 
Hosted by the Royal Canadian Geographical Society, Terry will be presenting 
“Geography o f the Cosmos -  A Voyage to the Edge o f the Known Universe.” Tickets 
are $5 for RCGS members ($8 for non-members) and are available through the box 
office (101 Centrepointe Drive) and from the RCGS (39 McArthur Avenue, Vanier). 
Please note that seating is reserved, so get your tickets early. It is a perfect way to kick 
off International Astronomy Week.

* * * * *

And finally, a tip of the hat to OG Chairman Glenn LeDrew for a well-presented 
first installment of the Novice Night. If you are new to astronomy, you won’t want to 
miss the second session on April 21. See you there.

Our Cover: Congratulations to recent Chant Medal recipient Paul Boltwood. The 
Stittsville resident combined 24 CCD images to bring us this exquisite view (shown in 
quadruplicate) of the mag 8,7 globular cluster NGC 6229 in Hercules. The cluster lies 
10° north of another great globular -  M13 -  but at 3.5' is only one-sixth the diameter.
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Rolf MeierMars during the 1995 Opposition
Every 26 months my attention turns to the planet Mars as it nears opposition. This 

has been my favourite observing activity for the last 30 years. I have used various 
telescopes ranging from two to 16 inches for detailed views of Mars. I am currently 
using a six-inch f/12 Astrophysics refractor combined with a sturdy cross-axis 
mounting of my own design and construction. It incorporates an automobile rear axle 
which I liberated 25 years ago (see AstroNotes, Jan. 1971).

The equipment is installed in a 12-foot diameter observatory which is 15 feet high 
at the top of the dome. I have found this to be immensely helpful for all types of 
observing. It enables me to observe on even the coldest nights because it totally blocks 
the wind. It has never been so cold or windy that I can't open up the slit easily and 
observe in comfort. Some of the best seeing has occurred on windy nights. This setup 
has been my dream since I first began reading about astronomy. It was finally 
completed in time for the 1992/1993 opposition.

But enough background about the facilities; Mars beckons.

As many readers know, this has been one of the poorest Martian apparitions 
possible in the sense that even at its closest approach on Feb. 12, Mars was 0.68 AU 
away and showed an apparent diameter of only 13.8 seconds of arc. Compare this to a 
favourable year such as 1971 when Mars was a mere 0.38 AU away and almost 25 
seconds in diameter, presenting nearly four times the apparent area.

Near oppositions occur in the summer and far ones in the winter. What this means 
for Northern Hemisphere observers is that Mars is high in the sky during those "poor" 
winter oppositions. Thus the smaller diameter is somewhat offset by better, average 
seeing.

Over the years I have recorded Mars with film, drawings and videotape. For the 
recent oppostion I made pencil drawings at the eyepiece, some of which are 
reproduced with this article. It takes about 15 minutes to make a sketch. It shouldn't 
take much longer because the planet rotates significantly in this amount of time and 
the features change shape. It is helpful to study Mars before beginning the sketch to 
get a feel for the planet's appearance that night. This takes from five to 30 minutes 
depending on my inclination and degree of detail visible.

With Mars' small diameter, it is sometimes frustrating to make detailed sketches. I 
long for slightly more aperture, a larger Martian disk or better seeing to firm up those 
elusive features I know are there. During fleeting moments the planet sharpens up and 
I try to remember details.

It helps to have an efficient observatory in the back yard. It takes about three 
minutes to open up and locate Mars in the high-power eyepiece. In this way, I can 
check the view quickly to assess seeing conditions. I can do this even if it clears 
suddenly and briefly.
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Y ELLOW

Dec 2 3 , 1994; 00:45-01:00 EST 
dia=10.5"; phase 93%; CM=310 
seeing average
The north polar cap is quite large. 
Syrtis Major dominates lower left 
Sinus Sabaeus lower righ t Utopia

Syrtis Major almost central. 
Protonilus appears linear. 
Utopia prominent in north.

Feb 1 ,  1995; 22:50-23:10 EST 
dia=13.6"; phase 99%; CM=280 
seeing good

adjacent to the polar cap. Hellas 
appears yellow. Morning limb 
haze.

All the sketches presented here were made with the six-inch refractor. A six-mm 
eyepiece was used, yielding 300 power. Those familiar with Mars will recognize that 
east and west are reversed, evidence of a star diagonal in use. North is up in all 
drawings.

It turns out that one side of Mars is nearly devoid of high-contrast features. This is 
the face seen when about 160 degrees longitude is presented as the central meridian. 
On the other hand, Syrtis Major at a longitude of 300 degrees is Mars' most prominent 
feature. Novice observers are sometimes disappointed by the nearly blank disc when 
they first look at Mars. It requires patience and time to discern the low-contrast 
features.

By necessity, the reproductions here represent greatly enhanced contrast. The 
original pencil sketches are more realistic, but will not copy well using the photocopy 
process of AstroNotes, The sketches were scanned in grayscale. I then manipulated the 
contrast and brightness on screen to get a presentable rendition and printed the images 
as halftones. Nevertheless, photocopying will boost the final contrast as you can see.

I could also have reversed the image before printing to show the proper east-west 
orientation. However, many amateurs are probably familiar with the appearance using 
a star diagonal so I left them as drawn for the benefit of other visual observers. To get
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Feb 14, 1995; 23:10-23:25 EST 
dia=13.8"; phase 100%; CM=165 
seeing good
The "blank" side of Mars. North 
polar cap significantly smaller. 
Mare Boreum darkest feature next 
to polar cap, Arcadia just to its 
south. Mare Sirenium and Mare 
Cimmerium near bottom. Elysium 
is the light circle upper left.

Feb 2 5 , 1995; 22:00-22:15 EST 
dia=13.5"; phase 100%; CM=54 
seeing average
Mare Acidalium dominates beside 
polar cap, Niliacus Lacus and 
Nilokeras just to the south of th a t 
Aurorae Sinus near bottom.
Limb haze on righ t

M ar 2 ,  1995; 20:30-20:50 EST 
dia=13.1"; phase 99%; CM=346 
seeing good
Syrtis Major disappearing at left 
Sinus Sabaeus almost central near 
bottom. Apparent bridge between 
Sinus Meridiani and Niliacus Lacus.
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a better view of the reproductions, hold AstroNotes near arm's length. I have described 
the location of some key features to allow for comparison with published Mars maps or 
your own observations. Features appear different from year to year so the maps can 
only be used as a guide. The tilt of the planet can also alter the apparent shape of some 
features.

I hope to hear from others who have recorded Mars and compare observations. I 
would especially be interested in detailed CCD pictures so I can check the accuracy of 
my drawings.

Mars finder for April ‘95 Brian McCullough
Every two years or so Mars, the next planet out from the Sun beyond Earth, 

appears directly opposite the Sun. This makes the Red planet one of the brightest 
objects in the night sky after the Moon, meaning it is easily visible to the naked eye. 
To find Mars, face southwest and locate the three stars that make up Orion’s belt as 
shown in the finder chart below. From there, arch up and to the left toward bright 
Procyon, then hop along to Mars which is noticeably reddish. To make things easy, on 
April 9 the First Quarter Moon will be just below and to the right of Mars. On April 
10, the Moon will be just below and to the left of the planet. Look for the nearby 
“backward question mark” of Leo to confirm your sighting. Good hunting!
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RASC Ottawa Centre — April 1995
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

*Unless otherwise noted, all meetings are held in Room 103, Steacie Chemistry Building, Carleton University.



National Council Meeting (Feb. '95) Rick Wagner
The first 1995 meeting of the RASC National Council was held at the Royal 

Ontario Museum on Feb. 18. As with the last meeting I attended there were a number 
of very important items handled at the meeting, in addition to much discussion about 
the future of the Society and the relationship between National Office and Centres.

It was noted by Doug Hube, the President, that there has been some discord over 
the decisions made at the last meeting with respect to the eligibility for Messier 
Certificates. Discussion showed that, in general, a  large majority of the membership is 
strongly in favour of the eligibility rules for the NGC and Messier Certificates 
remaining as they are (as they have been for years), but would not be averse to a 
second certificate for those who used observing aids (like computers) to find the 
objects.

Following a request for assistance from an amateur astronomical society in 
Vietnam a member of the RASC has anonymously donated a Celestron C8 for their 
use. Alan Batten arranged reduced rate shipping via Canadian Airlines and the scope 
is now on its way to a good home with a group in Vietnam.

An Algerian astronomy group has requested copies of some of our publications to 
assist them in forming a union of astronomical societies in French-speaking countries 
around the Mediterranean and the Middle East. National Office will be sending a copy 
of the Observers Handbook and copies of the Bulletin and Journal for the coming 
year.

Finest NGC Certificates were approved for Walter MacDonald (Kingston Centre) 
and Randy Pakan (Edmonton); a Messier Certificate was awarded to Cathy Hall 
(Kingston).

There were a number of rather boring, but nevertheless important items mainly to 
do with money. Changes were made to the travel reimbursement policy for attendance 
at National Council meetings, the 1995 budget was approved, and extra copies of the 
Journal and Bulletin will be provided to Centres to give out free to prospective 
members. There was also a by-law change proposed which would allow a new 
temporary class of membership. This would mean new members could be accepted 
into a Centre (though not the Society) at any time of year, rather than having to ask 
them to wait until the beginning of the next membership year and possibly lose them.

Probably the most important activity was on the publications revitalization front. 
Council approved several amendments to the Society by-laws for presentation at the 
upcoming GA in Windsor. The current by-laws effectively require us to publish the 
Journal. The changes consist of little more than deleting references to the Bulletin 
editor (who may still be appointed at the discretion of Council even though not 
specifically mentioned in the by-laws), replacing the "Journal Editor" with the 
"Managing Journal Editor," and changing the Journal to a small “j” journal. The 
changes will allow the Society the flexibility to continue as we do now, or, if the
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membership decides to, replace the Journal and Bulletin with some new publication. 
This, of course, is the goal of the Publications Revitalization Committee.

The Publications Revitalization Committee distributed copies of a mock-up of 
“Astronomy Canada” (the working title) to help Council decide whether to continue 
support. Council was sufficiently impressed to authorize them to spend up to $7,000 to 
create, with the help of a professional editor, a prototype issue which will be sent to all 
members as a replacement for (hopefully) the June issue of the Bulletin. If feedback 
from the membership is favourable, an editor will be hired for about $20,000 per year 
to begin formal publication with (again hopefully) the February 1996 issue. Cost 
savings in preparation and printing should result in the new magazine coming in at 
less cost than the current Journal/Bulletin combination, even with the addition of a 
professional editor.

On a related matter, Peter Ceravolo presented a report on behalf of the Long- 
Range Planning Committee. His report (diatribe, Peter Broughton called it) discussed 
some of the problems that many members have noted with the Society — conflict 
between our amateur and professional roots, inappropriate publications, recent 
defection of members to the Hamilton Amateur Astronomers, and slow growth in 
membership relative to the increase in public interest in astronomy. He blames many 
of the problems on the continued influence of the old guard, inattentiveness of 
National Council and National Office to members’ needs, and Centre representatives 
who are unaware of Centre members’ opinions. Unfortunately, his recommendations, 
aside from suggesting a review of proxy voting procedures and those concerning the 
Society publications, were rather nebulous. He has promised more detail in the future.

This report is a brief summary of notes I took at the meeting. If anybody has 
questions they can call me or Rob Dick (the other Ottawa representative to this 
meeting). The official minutes will be in the library once we have them. I encourage 
everybody to give them a read and find out (and speak out) about where your Society is 
going.

A

AstroAd

FOR SALE. Celestron C8 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. Orange tube (pre- 
Halley), comes with 40-mm, 25-mm, 18-mm, 16.3-mm Galoc and 9-mm eyepieces. 
Package includes Celestron tripod (rubberized) with equatorial wedge, star diagonal 
and drive corrector. Photo accessories include piggyback camera mount, Celestron 
telextender, 176.3 focal reducer/corrector, motofocuser, f/5 telecompressor, Celestron 
focusing tool and Celestron off-axis guider with 12.5-mm illuminated reticle eyepiece. 
This “must-sell” offer is priced to move. Asking $1,800. Call Ajai at 794-1134.
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Robert DickLight Pollution Report
Kanata - On Friday, March 25, at Kanata City Hall, Robert Dick, Arnie Weeks and 
Lee Macdonald, the light pollution committee, met with city engineer John Harkness 
and Wally Ferris of Kanata’s engineering department to discuss lighting issues 
involving March and Castlefrank roads and the Palladium. We discussed our concerns 
about glare, light trespass and sky glow (i.e. light pollution). We also presented 
information which we had collected on costs and types of lighting alternatives.

Mr.Harkness is reviewing our information and intends to incorporate sharp cut-off 
luninaires and cobra-light visors where practical on March and Castlefrank roads. He 
will respond to our comments by the end of April. During our discussion of concerns 
over the Palladium we suggested methods of reducing lighting costs. Mr. Harkness 
acknowledged our concerns and will discuss them with the Palladium corporation.

Carleton Place - At the last Observers Group meeting Paul Comision told us of a 
proposed housing development close to the Indian River Observatory. On April 4 the 
light pollution committee will be meeting with Carleton Place officials to discuss our 
lighting concerns regarding their new development project.

Members at large - Residents of Ottawa and Gloucester who are interested in 
gathering information about projects in their cities should contact light pollution 
committee chairman Robert Dick at 1-613-283-0362, or Arnie Weeks at 224-9112.

March Observers Group Meeting Hilderic Browne
The welcome from Glenn LeDrew on March 3rd: “Why are we all here instead of 

outside observing?” (Do I hear a motion that OG meetings be held on the weekend 
nearest the Full Moon?)

What’s new? Paul Comision led off with mention of a 14.5-mag supernova in the 
12.5-mag galaxy NGC 2726 (9h 4.9m, +50° 54') for those with big telescopes or 
CCDs, and considerable solar activity of late for those without. His review this month 
was a capsule of Hubble Views the Cartwheel from “News Notes” in the March 1995 
Sky & Telescope. The Cartwheel galaxy in Sculptor (Oh 37.4m, -33° 45') is 500 
million light years away. It consists of a bright “hub” at the centre of a 150,000-l.y. 
diameter “rim,” the two joined by several faint wispy “spokes.” The unusual structure 
is likely the result of a collision with one of a pair of nearby fainter companions, which 
provoked an intense episode of star formation. Which of the two is responsible is an 
open question.

Paul continued with a condensed and updated version of a talk he heard 30 years 
ago at an RASC meeting in Toronto. We’ve Never Been Here Before summarized 
some superimposed motions we’re all subject to: the rotation of Earth on its axis (24 
h); our orbit about the sun (365d); the sun’s orbit around the centre of the galaxy
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(240x106y); its in-and-out-of-plane oscillation; the Milky Way’s course toward other 
members of the Local Group; the LG’s movement with respect to the Virgo 
Supercluster; the Supercluster’s headlong rush toward the Great Attractor (somewhere 
out beyond Centaurus-Hydra). Finally, if Hawking is correct, the Universe itself is 
rotating—whatever that means! But the expansion of space itself doesn’t count.

Rob Dick reported on some non-observational activity in the Centre. The Light 
Pollution committee presented awards to the National Capital Commission, the 
Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton, the City of Nepean and Don Murphy 
Lincoln-Mercury for their sensible use of outdoor lighting. The committee is still in 
need of wider regional coverage. The General Assembly this year is in Windsor; 
registration forms are now available. A tape of a lecture on Neutrino Astronomy is 
now available in the Centre library, while the annual Herzberg Lecture will be Probing 
the Big Bang by Dr. David Schramm (Mar. 29).

John Ellis provided details of the Centre’s plans for Astronomy Day on May 6. 
We will be on location at the Museum of Science and Technology during the day with 
our display, which John would like to update with new photos, then again in the 
evening with telescopes for a public viewing session in the museum’s parking lot. 
Volunteers are needed for both shifts, as well as new ideas for hands-on activities. 
John showed slides of past years’ events including solar viewing, mirror grinding and 
demonstrations of spiral galaxy formation in a teacup, no less!

Don Fougere gave a talk on what’s available to the well-connected astronomy 
amateur these days. The answer is: practically everything, via the Internet. You can 
download images such as the Cartwheel Galaxy or the Cat’s Eye nebula (NGC 6543, a 
planetary nebula in Draco featured on the cover of the April 1995 Sky & Telescope) 
from the Space Telescope Science Institute long before they turn up in the pages of the 
magazines. There’s a wealth of images available from different sites on every 
conceivable aspect of astronomy and space flight. All you need is your home computer, 
a (fast) modem, a telephone line and a “provider,” your contact point to the Net. You 
get services such as e-mail, FTP (file transfer), chat, distributed searches, games and 
the nearly indescribable Usenet: 60+ megabytes of articles per day, divided by topic— 
fortunately!—into some 8,500 newsgroups.

Glenn LeDrew has begun experimenting with an all-sky camera consisting of a 
highly polished “Baby Moon” hubcap placed on the ground, straddled by a tripod with 
the camera looking straight down. It’s a credible substitute for a fish-eye lens costing 
$500 or more. A seven-minute exposure on ASA 800 film clearly shows the Milky 
Way arching across the sky, which led naturally into a photo tour of our galaxy—or 
that part of it visible from Ottawa.

We are in the Orion arm; looking inwards towards the galactic bulge 8,500 
parsecs away at galactic longitude 0°, we see the Sagittarius arm, while outward of us 
in the winter sky lies the Perseus arm. The Scutum star cloud is actually the 
Sagittarius arm seen “end-on” where it curves away from us. Clouds of dark material 
seem to accumulate mainly on the inner edges of the arms; these are the dark nebulae
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such as the Great Rift in Cygnus (part of our own arm, near 90° longitude). Another is 
the Taurus dark cloud whose presence makes the Milky Way less prominent around 
180°; the nebulosity in the Pleiades is simply the same stuff lit up. Near Cassiopeia, 
there is a clear spot through which we can see the Perseus arm with its embedded 
jewels, the Double Cluster. But the Perseus OB Association (a loose cluster of hot 
young stars) is actually in our own arm!

Carmen Rush told us about the early career of the 16th-century Danish 
astronomer Tycho Brahe. Born in 1546, he was the subject of a custody battle between 
his father and (wait for it!) his childless uncle1. Sent to the University of Copenhagen 
at age 13 to study law, philosophy and rhetoric, he saw an eclipse in 1560 that inspired 
him to pursue astronomy on the side. Three years later he was fascinated by a 
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn and measured their changing separations night by 
night, then began recording planetary positions against the stars. He eventually 
accrued the largest and most accurate body of position data available up to that time. 
He was also interested in astrology and would cast friends’ horoscopes. After his uncle 
died (pneumonia resulting from a plunge into the moat to save the King), he went to 
the University of Wittenberg, left because of an outbreak of plague and moved on to 
the University of Rostock. It was here that the famous duel occurred2 as a result of 
which he wore a prosthetic nose made of silver—he was a nobleman, after all—for the 
rest of his life.

The formal meeting finished at 10 p.m. and was followed by refreshments 
provided by the Frasers.

Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Taka Hwy 417 West  to Hwy 17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road,Turn Left 
Turn right on Ramsey Conc. 8 
Cross bridge , road beco m es gravel
Take next right (stop sign), 100 meters to IRO gate (on right) 
Gate Look Combination is 10-35-48

1The uncle won when Tycho’s father realized his brother’s considerable fortune would 
devolve on the lad.

2 Dare we say he lost it by a nose?
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